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Abstract—Cybercrime in the past decade has experienced an
all-time high due to the inclusion of so-called smart devices in
our daily lives. These tiny devices with brittle security features
are often dubbed as the Internet of Things (IoT). Their inclusion
is not only limited to our daily lives but also in different fields, for
example, healthcare, smart-industries, aviation, and smart-cities.
Although IoT devices make our lives easy and perform our jobs
in a smart way, their fragile security mechanisms pose a severe
challenge regarding safety and privacy of its users. Attacks like
Stuxnet, and Mirai-botnet are the key examples of the damages
that can be caused by maliciously controlling these devices. One
effective tool to identify a malicious entity at a network device
is to perform Remote Attestation (RA). However, performing
RA over a large, heterogeneous IoT network is difficult tasks
due to resource constrain nature of these networks. To this
end, we propose a novel scheme called SARP, which is an
attestation-assisted secure and scalable routing protocol for IoT
networks. SARP performs attestation in large scale IoT networks
by using Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks
(RPL) framework and exploiting the inbuilt features of RPL. In
particular, SARP uses attestation technique that not only secures
the network from internal attacks, but it also provides security to
RPLs data communication process, which helps to improve the
overall network performance. Moreover, SARP supports network
mobility, device heterogeneity, and network scalability, while it
does not sacrifice the key requirements of IoT networks such as
low energy and memory consumption, and low network overhead.
The simulation results obtained in different IoT scenarios in
presence of various types of attacks show the effectiveness of
SARP, concerning energy consumption, packet delivery ratio,
network overhead, data integrity, and communication security.
Index Terms—Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy
Networks, Internet of Things, Attestation, Security, Routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an exponential increase in
the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT). Millions of heterogeneous IoT devices are connected with each other in various
application scenarios, such as health monitoring, automated
buildings, military-applications, and smart city. Adoption of
these “wonder-pills” in our day-to-day live makes daily-tasks
easy, smarter, and automated. However, along with benefits, it
introduces new type of threats as it opens a new cyber-space
for hackers to exploit [34]. Attacks like Mirai-botnet [23] and
smart-tv hack [3], [13], [2] fuel the concern of security and
safety in the general publics’ mind.
Due to the high demand and less time to market approach,
these tiny devices often lack in proper testing and security
features [32]. These vulnerabilities are prone to exploit. Thus,

it expose the users to a wide category of attacks [35], [33], [7].
As often these attacks lead to financial loss [1] or even worse.
A low-cost solution to identify malicious devices is to perform
attestation. However, the naive device-to-device remote attestation comes with a price concerning high attestation time and
communication overhead, and scalability challenges. The naive
applications of remote attestation do not scale for systems
that consist of device swarms with dynamic topologies, such
as intelligent transportation systems and robots used for oil
and gas search. Hence, it requires novel, reliable, and scalable
attestation solutions to safeguard network operations consist
of IoT devices.
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) group called Routing Over Low Power and Lossy networks (ROLL) has made a
number of efforts for designing an efficient routing protocol for
low power and lossy networks (LLNs). In March 2012, IETF
as RFC6550 [46] has adopted Routing Protocol for Low Power
and Lossy Networks (RPL) as an Internet Protocol version
6.0 (IPv6), which is intended to be applicable in all sorts of
applications and deployments of LLNs (e.g., IoT). Due to its
lightweight functionality, RPL fits well with the resource constrain nature of IoT devices and networks. RPL is considered
as a simple, flexible, scalable, and interoperable networking
protocol that can be used for different IoT applications [24].
A. Motivation
The ever-increasing attacks on devices that are connected
to an IoT infrastructure [27], where attackers exploit the
low-computation and brittle protection of these devices; lead
researchers to propose different schemes [39], [48], [25], [8]
to safeguard these devices which leads to the safety of the
whole network. Apart from security, the IoT networks also
pose other challenges. For instance, the exponential growth of
the IoT network requires security solutions to scale, however,
scalable security features incur costs concerning complexity
and computational overheads. Thus, we need a lightweight
and secure protocol that can scale and is also compatible
with dynamic network demands [28]. Therefore, to create
a scalable and flexible secure scheme for IoT, we present
a attestation-enabled Secure and Scalable Routing protocol
for IoT Networks (SARP) for IoT networks. In SARP, we
provide a realistic setting for IoT networks that will guarantee
the safe and secure multi-layered low-cost operations along
with scalable and modular design options for the network
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owner that could be customized as per the demands of IoT
application.
This paper is an extension of our previous work called
SPLIT. The basic idea behind SPLIT along with the initial
simulation results were first presented in [17]. Apart from
minor extensions in all the sections, we have extended SPLIT
mainly in two ways:
• the functionality of SPLITs attestation mechanism is
extended to improve its security against internal as well
as external attacks. We have performed a detailed security analysis w.r.t different attackers and adversarial
assumptions, which we present in section V-B to show
the improvements that SARP provides over other RPL
based attestation schemes, and
• the evaluation section is significantly enhanced by including additional results obtained on large number of target
scenarios with varying network size, simulation time, and
number of attacker nodes. Also, the result analysis is
extended to evaluate the proposed protocol for various
new network metrics which are important and were absent
in SPLIT (e.g., energy and memory consumption).

•

•

results witness the effectiveness of SARP to counter
roaming adversary along with a static adversary. SARP
is the first that substantially improves the reliability and
availability of the IoT network against internal threats.
We fully implement SARP in Contiki-Cooja environment,
which is a network emulator widely used for deploying
resource constrained LLNs such as IoT. We perform the
security and energy efficiency evaluations. With simulation results, we have shown the correctness and effectiveness of SARP. The results indicate that SARP is able
to effectively perform the device attestation in moderate
mobility scenarios, which is a major improvement with
respect to the traditional state-of-the-art RPL schemes.
We make available2 an open-source implementation of
SARP to the research community.
Finally, we also prove that our proposal effectively performs a lightweight attestation which is essential requirement due to inadequate computational power of the IoT
devices. Our results show that energy consumption for
our protocol is affordable by low-end embedded devices
(please refer to Section V).

B. Contribution

C. Organization

Our proposal (SARP) uses the unique advantages of defacto IoT routing protocol called RPL [46] to perform an
efficient (concerning attestation time, energy consumption, and
network overhead) device self-attestation in large-scale IoT
network. The use of device self-attestation technique improves
the security in data communication process of RPL by making
it more robust against an array of routing threats, such as
rank [21], [25], and sybil [45], [48], [8] attacks. The primary
aim of SARP is to ensure the integrity of the IoT devices and
the data packets that they exchange. It is because these are
considered as significant challenges in deployment of largescale secure IoT networks. To this end, the paper has the
following key contributions.
• We propose an attestation-enabled Secure and Scalable
Routing protocol called (SARP) for IoT networks. SARP
makes optimized use of the RPL’s route maintenance
process, where periodic topology maintenance takes place
by sending control messages to the Root node (i.e.,
Verifier). We show that SARP achieves the attestation
scalability while keeping the attestation overhead and the
device attestation time to the minimum. In particular,
SARP uses a modified version of RPL’s periodic DAO1
control message called DAOcrypt (Crypted Destination
Advertisement Object). DAOcrypt carries not only the
usual route maintenance information but also the attestation report for the Verifier. In this way, SARP utilizes
the DAO control messages effectively and efficiently to
make RPL more secure over a large heterogeneous IoT
network.
• Unlike other attestation schemes [12], [9], [15] which has
overlooked the mobility scenarios, we consider adversarial device mobility in our experiments. The evaluation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly explain background, state-of-the-art, and working of
device attestation process and RPL protocol. In Section III, we
present system requirement and adversary model. Section IV
provides detailed description of our proposed approach (i.e.,
SARP) along with its working methodology and design considerations. In Section V, we present the simulation setup details and performance evaluation of SARP. Section VI provides
the limitations of our approach. Finally, in Section VII, we
conclude our work along with the possible directions for future
work.

1 an ICMPv6 control message used in RPL protocol for topology maintenance.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Overview of Attestation
Remote Attestation (RA) is a well established technique to
identify adversarial presence in a device. Since past decade
researchers have proposed many RA schemes [43], [42], [4],
[36], [10] having different working procedure. In particular,
RA is a technique where a trusted entity (Vrf ) check the
integrity of an “untrusted” device (Prv ) by validating whether
the device is indeed running the latest updated version of the
software without any adversarial presence. Figure 1 depicts a
Vrf sending a challenge to an untrusted Prv . Upon receiving
the challenge, Prv will perform the intended operation and
sends back the response to Vrf . Based on the received
response, Vrf validate the “health” of the device. Although
RA is an efficient method to validate device’s health, but it
is hard to implement on large networks due to its one-to-one
verification model. RA incurs cost in terms of computation,
storage, communication overhead, and battery power. Often
the computational burden introduced by RA schemes are intolerable for low-end embedded devices, thus, most of the IoT
2 https://github.com/pallavikaliyar/SARP
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framework do not implement computationally heavy security
mechanisms as a trade-off to better performance and energy
savings. However, recently researchers addressed the issues
by distributing and offloading the attestation process to the
verifier(s) itself or making the operation lightweight [38]. To
achieve low-cost and secure networks, RPL along with RA can
be a suitable solution due to their unique interoperability [17].
As an ongoing effort, we propose to make the attestation
process efficient and lightweight by utilising existing RPL
framework. In SARP, we utilize DAO packet structure to
communicate attestation results to the prover, instead of introducing another set of network communication messages. Also,
unlike other attestation schemes where a Vrf sends attestation
request to the network, we use trickle-time to automatically
initiate attestation process. Thus, it saves the communication
burden and help networks to tackle several attacks like manin-the-middle attacks or replay attacks.

Prover

Verifier

(3)
H’

(1)

Bootstrap

(2)

Shared Key (K)

C. Related Work

[Attestation challenge || Nonce (N)]

MACK[N || State(Prover)]

(4)

existing DODAG. The DODAG node receiving the DIS will
send a DIO packet.
RPL supports different types of communication such as
point-to-multipoint, point-to-point, and multipoint-to-point,
and it provides two modes known as storing and non-storing.
In storing mode which is based on table-driven routing, the
non-root nodes create and maintain a routing table for all their
descendant nodes. While in non-storing mode which is based
on source routing, only the root node create and maintain
the routing information about all the network nodes. The
creation and maintenance of routing tables in both the RPL
modes is done with the help of RPL’s control packets called
Destination Advertisement Object (DAO). Each non-root node
sent these packets towards the root to announce itself as a
possible destination to the root. During their way towards root,
these packets pass through their ancestors, thus establishing
“downwards” routes along the way. The full implementation
details of RPL and its design goals are out of the scope of
this paper. Hence, we direct the interested readers to more
comprehensive literature on RPL protocol given in [46], [29].

H’
H==H’ ?

Fig. 1: Typical example of Remote Device-Attestation

B. Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks
(RPL)
RPL [46] is based on a virtual routing topology called
Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) on
top of an underlying physical topology. The DODAG is a
directed graph oriented towards a root node without loops.
In DODAG, each node have multiple parents towards the
root, however, a node selects only a preferred parent based
on routing metric and objective functions. The parent node
will be used for forwarding data packets. The structure of
DODAG supports multipoint-to-point communication in RPL,
which provides communication from the nodes to the root.
Each node receives a rank ID that depends on its distance from
the root. The creation and the maintenance of the DODAG is
done through ICMPv6 control packets known as DODAG Information Objects (DIO). Each node in RPL disseminates DIO
packets, containing the link, node metrics, and an objective
function that is used by each node to select the preferred parent
among its neighbors. The node metrics contain values such
as the expected transmission count (ETX) and the residual
energy. To maintain the DODAG, DIO packets are rebroadcast
by each node based on the Trickle algorithm [31]. Another
control packet known as DODAG information solicitation
(DIS) packet is triggered when a new node wants to join an

As we have previously mentioned that due to the standardization of RPL routing protocol and in quest of providing
the best Quality of Service (QoS) while routing, RPL is
exposed to many security threats. RPL is strong against the
external intruders given the cryptographic and authenticating
techniques it uses. However, when it comes to an internal
malicious node, the important parameters such as rank, node
ID, and DODAG version number can be compromised.
In [21], a security service against internal attacks called
VeRA is presented, which stop the malicious nodes from
illegitimately increasing their DODAG version number and
manipulating the rank. In VeRA, a one-way hash chain is
used to assign and manage the correct values of rank, and
each node is able to counter the illegitimate increase in the
parent rank. In [30], the authors show that VeRA is still
vulnerable to rank attack, and they proposed a new approach
namely TRAIL (Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop). TRAIL
is based on the topological authentication. Unlike VeRA,
it utilizes less cryptographic efforts and provides protection
against the internal attacks such as rank spoofing and rank
replay. Validation of upward path through round-trip messages
is the key idea in TRAIL. On receiving a message from the
parent, the child sends an authentication message with its rank
and a nonce. Each upward node check for two things: (i)
rank of the node sending the test messages is higher than its
own, and (ii) difference of rank between the sending node
and his own. Any non-corrupt node can easily check the
integrity of the message and on not receiving the reply, it can
put its parent in fault list. Recently, authors in [41] describe
the vulnerabilities and attacks adhered due to rank property
in RPL. Authors propose an approach namely Attack Graph,
which helps to analyze the attacks better as it provides all the
possible action sequences taken to launch an attack.
In [37] authors discuss the effects of DAO inconsistency
attack and propose a solution to mitigate it by using a Dynamic
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Threshold Mechanism (DTM). In DAO inconsistency attack,
a malicious node intentionally drop the received packet and
forward a new packet with Forward Error Bit. This makes the
ancestor nodes to drop the route in their routing tables and
again look for new root which causes additional overhead and
energy consumption. A solution for the attack is provided in
which every node has a limited threshold of 20 forwarding
error messages. The main drawback is that it is not energy
efficient and as RPL is used for energy constraint devices it
is a serious issue to consider. Recently in [8], a trust-based
mechanism is presented to detect and isolate sybil and rank
attacks in IoT. The proposed trust mechanism has five phases
which includes Trust Calculation, Trust Monitoring, Detection
and Isolation, Trust Rating, and Backup, to detect and mitigate
the rank and sybil attack in the system.
A new Secure RPL (SRPL) is proposed in [25], which stops
mischief caused by the internal attacks in RPL. SRPL uses the
concept of threshold rank and hash-chains for authentication.
The main drawback of the threshold mechanism is that it
acts against all the nodes including the non-malicious node
with a large set of descendants, and it causes additional
overhead in the start due to the use of hashing technique.
Previous research on RPL has mainly focused on making
communication among IoT devices more secure and reliable
for routing, but none has considered the problem of device
authenticity. For instance, a genuine device running a corrupt
or compromised software. The lack of device authenticity
mechanism makes RPL vulnerable to various security threats
such as rank attack and sybil attack, which decreases the
communication efficiency and disrupt the correct working of
the network. Although, RPL still provides energy efficiency,
adaptivity to work in various environments, and scalability
which makes it best suited for resource-constrain large IoT
networks [16], [17]. Due to all these positive features of
RPL, in our proposed approach we consider device integrity
and confidentiality to make the overall communication system
more secure and reliable.
III. S YSTEM A SSUMPTIONS AND A DVERSARY M ODEL
In this section, we present the details of the system and adversary models on which SARP is implemented and evaluated,
and we also discuss SARP’s security requirements.
A. System Model
•

•

The network consists of a set Z = {Z1 , Z2 , ...Zn } of
size n resource constraint IoT nodes (i.e., sensors and
actuators). These nodes are static/mobile (for different
set of experiments) within the network area and are
homogeneous concerning resources. However, depending
on the device type, the nodes could be heterogeneous
with regard to their functionalities (different underlying
software or hardware). Figure 2 shows an overview of
the system model on which SARP is implemented and
evaluated.
RPL creates a virtual DODAG on top of the physical
network topology. For our experimental purpose, we
assumed the presence of malicious nodes (Adv ) in target
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Fig. 2: RPL Functioning
network. The root node plays a critical role in creating
and maintaining the DODAG in the network. Additionally, in our system the root node also plays the role of
the Verifier Vrf .
• In line with other RA schemes, devices on the network
have trusted execution environment [22], [14] that is not
accessible to any unauthorized entity, and it stores the
required keys along with the attestation-related details
(e.g., attestation algorithm) for device attestation process
as it is shown in Figure 3.
In this work, we assume that the root node is trusted
entity. However, in a realistic setting, the root might be
accessible to potential adversaries. In that case, traditional
security measures can be introduced to check the sanity of
the root node. Note that SARP’s goal is to make sure that
the root node can successfully monitor and attest the other
nodes in the network. Furthermore, securing communication
channels among different entities fall out of our current scope.
However, we encourage proper authentication and encryption
should be done.
B. Adversary Model
Based on the taxonomy in [5], we consider software adversaries which are capable of mounting software-only attacks
either remotely or being present locally near to the device. We
keep physical Adv out of the scope of our work. However,
we will address possible detection mechanisms for physical
tampering in SARP by employing a scheme that could identify
device absence (for a non-negligible amount of time) in the
network, thus, it signals the possible presence of physical
adversaries. In our target IoT network scenarios, the Adv are
assumed to have the following characteristics.
• Remoteadv : the Adv is capable of launching various attacks like cloning, sybil, rank, blackhole, eavesdropping,
and wormhole, to name a few. It can compromise an
existing node or it can be part of an existing network as
a new node to perform all of the aforementioned attacks.
However, we assume that the Adv cannot compromise
the DODAG root (i.e., LBR).
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Lightweight operation: Operations performed by the proposed protocol should be lightweight due to the resourceconstrain nature of network devices. Computationally heavy
operations will degrade the performance of overall network
operations.
IV. O UR P ROPOSAL : SARP
In this section we provide detailed design principles of
SARP and how SARP works over an RPL based IoT network.

A. SARP Design Rationale

Fig. 3: SARP device attestation technique

•

•

MovingAdv : the adversary is mobile and can join the
network for a short period of time and attempt to perform
malicious activities to disrupt the integrity of the network.
PhysicalAdv : although this type of adversary is out of
the scope of our work. In Section V-B, we discuss
the possible way to detect the presence of a physical
adversary.

Apart from above adversarial assumptions, we also consider
an adversary who has full control over communication channels (Dolev-Yao model [19]), and it can manipulate messages
that are exchanged between devices and root node.
a) Assumptions.: We assume that SoftwareAdv and
RoamingAdv can manipulate the software at nodes. Nonetheless, those aforesaid adversaries can not tamper the protected
hardware. In addition, attacks like code-reuse or runtime,
distributed denial of services (DDoS) attacks are out of our
current scope.

C. Security Requirements
In order to be considered successful, SARP has to fulfill
below four design goals while addressing the adversarial
threats in the network.
Preserving the integrity of the network: The protocol,
through attestation, should identify and remove compromised
nodes which in turn provides reliability in preserving the sanity
of the whole network.
Unforgeable communication: The protocol should guarantee
the authenticity of the message-communication among different nodes in the network. It must ensure that the messages are
not modified by unauthorized entities in their way.
Freshness: The protocol should be able to detect where a
compromised node is trying to evade detection by sending precomputed attestation result or launching replay or man-in-the
middle attacks.

For SARP, we optimize and combine the best features
of RPL protocol with traditional device attestation scheme.
The primary purpose of SARP’s development is to improve
network security by considering the scalability factor in largescale IoT networks. SARP’s functioning uses device remote
attestation scheme without introducing additional overheads
on the network. In particular, SARP effectively exploits
the built-in features (e.g., energy efficiency, scalability, and
adaptability) of traditional RPL to collect attestation reports
without creating any additional network overhead and energy
consumption. It extends the functionality of DAO ICMPv6
control messages [29] of RPL to piggyback the attestation
reports to the verifier. Moreover, the integration of hybrid
attestation3 scheme with RPL ensures the authenticity of the
nodes that take part in the routing process, which leads the
whole process of routing more robust against various routing
attacks.
SARP aims to inherit the features of traditional RPL
and use them to improve the data communication system
through device attestation. Through our evaluations, we show
that SARP has significant advantages over traditional routing protocols in IoT regarding network overhead, energy
consumption, and communication security. Moreover, SARP
can be easily adopted in existing IoT infrastructures because
its implementation uses the RPL protocol, which is already
considered as a de-facto routing protocol for these networks.
Below, we present the SARP design rationale that enables
its desired functionalities that are needed to perform secure
communication in efficient way.
• For attestation purpose, SARP uses RPL DAO ICMPv6
control messages whose header fields are enhanced accordingly as it is shown in Figure 4. The modified and
newly added data structures are as follow: (i) a 4 bit
“flag” field to send the node ID, (ii) 8 bit “reserved”
field for sending the “attestation result with time-stamp,
where 6 bit is used for timestamp and 2 bit (00 in case
of BAD node and 11 in case of GOOD node) represent
the outcome of self-attestation” to the root, and (iii) a
32 bit “option” field to send encrypted hash of the DAO
message (DAOcrypt ) of the device along with the attestation result in plain text. The attestation result contains
the hash value of the underlying software of the device
3 Hardware-Software co-design to safeguard attestation related details from
attackers.
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Fig. 4: Modified DAO ICMPv6 Control Message Format

and a time-stamp to prove its time-bound freshness. The
attestation message (say Dk ) for any device is as follow.
•

Dk

•

•

Att

= (HashDk ||T imestamp)Rootpk

.
Where Dk Att , Hash, Timestamp, and Rootpk denotes
device specific attestation report, hash value of the underlying device specific software, attestation timestamp,
and root node’s (Vrf ) public key. The attestation report
will be encrypted using root node’s public key, which
allows only the root node to decrypt it.
In SARP, during the self-attestation process, the nodes
first perform the hashing of the above mentioned modified
DAO ICMPv6 message, and then encrypt the resultant
hash string with the public key of the root 4 . The result
of the encryption along with the self-attestation report
(in plain-text format) is stored in the DAO 32-bit option
field. The hashing and encryption is essential to maintain
the integrity of the DAO messages and also of the self
attestation report, which resides in the DAO message. For
example, an adversary could alter the attestation report
during its way towards root (or Vrf ). In SARP, such
alterations will be identified at root when the matching
of the decrypted 5 hash string is performed with the hash
of the plain-text attestation report. It is because changing
the plain-text self-attestation report or the encrypted hash
value will create a mismatch during hash comparison at
the root.
Performing encryption over self-attested value incurs
cost in terms of computational overhead and memory
consumption. However, in SARP, we exploited the DAO
message packet to relay the attestation result to the root.
The clever design rationale does not consume any extra
memory for communicating the attestation result in the
network. Thus, the modified DAO message packet (i.e.,
DAOcrypt ) provide the network owner with minimal
overhead in terms of memory consumption. In addition,

4 The public key of root node resides in the TEE along with the attestation
software.
5 Only root node can perform the decryption because the encryption is done
using its public key.

•

•

computational overhead for encryption operation is a
trade-off for security of the network.
Our approach uses the non-storing mode of the RPL (i.e.,
MOP2) because it is best suited for resource-constrained
devices due to its support for minimal memory and computational requirements. In addition, during the MOP2,
each device in the network sends the above-mentioned
DAO control messages directly to the root node. In SARP,
the DAO message apart from its various responsibilities (e.g., providing route support from downwards to
upwards towards root in the DODAG) also work as a
beacon message, which provides the device attestation
report to the root after a specific time interval called
“Trickle-Timer”. The Trickle-Timer controls the generation rate of beacon (or DAO) messages [31]. In SARP,
the timer is tuned to send the DAOcrypt message to
the Vrf . Additionally, the root node can get the network
health status using “Trickle-timer” after a defined period
interval, this will help to mitigate the threats deriving
from RoamingAdv .
Network owners can decide the frequency of the networkwide attestation process through trickle-time algorithm.
Trickle-time provide the root with the evidence of attestation freshness as every node in the network has to include
the current timestamp with the calculated attestation result. Upon receiving the trickle-time a node will perform
self-attestation with the help of hybrid root of trust (i.e.,
TEE). An optimised value for the trickle-time depending
upon the target application’s requirements can effectively
improve the network security while providing a trade-off
between network overhead and security. In particular, a
lower value of “Trickle-timer” will increase the frequency
by which the attestation process is performed in the
network, a higher frequency will allow early detection of
an attack but it will also increase the network overhead
caused by the DAOcrypt messages.
The DAO control message acts as regular DAO messages in the network, the modified DAO message (i.e.,
DAOcrypt ) is only used for the attestation process.
Whenever the attestation process starts, the fields of DAO
message takes the altered values to the root and perform
the device attestation process by sending a report to root
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node (i.e., verifier). Then, on the basis of the attestation
report, the verifier decides the next step (please refer to
Figure 5).

RPL DODAG
Formation &
Initialization

Trickle timer

Perform
selfAttestation

B. SARP Working Methodology and Functioning
The primary stakeholders in SARP are (1) Verifier (Vrf ),
and (2) Prover (Prv ). The notations used for describing the
SARP working is shown in Table I. Algorithms 1 and 2
summarizes SARP’s pseudocode for prover and verifier. Also,
the finite state machine (FSM) model for both Prover (device)
and Verifier (Root/LBR) is shown in figures 5 and 6.
1) SARP-Prover: The prover has four main functions,
which are as follows.
•

Start
•

Set/Reset
•

Send to
Verifier

Encrypt
DAO-Attest
•

FSM of Prover (Device)
Fig. 5: SARP FSM-s for Prover (IoT Device)
•

•

Our previous proposal “SPLIT” make use the inbuilt
features of DAO messages. However, the updated DAO
message was not immune to the internal network attacks,
where an Adv can manipulate the message by altering the
Flags and Reserved fields, i.e., the message integrity was
not supported in SPLIT. Additionally, to overcome the
shortcomings and to make the attestation result immune
to the aforesaid attacks, we employ the SHA-256 [18],
which encrypt the whole DAO message and send it
in option field of DAOcrypt . Furthermore, the network
Adv cannot manipulate with the DAOcrypt packet in
polynomial time.
The DAOcrypt message is encrypted with the Vrf ’s
public-key 6 . Using the key cryptography, SARP provides
another layer of security because an Adv may try to forge
the DAOcrypt , however, the Vrf can identify the same
from the received attestation results.
TABLE I: Notation Table
Symbol
Did
Dsec
Datt
T Tattest
DAOcrypt
V rfrcv
Rnode
Prv
Vrf

Definition
Device Id
Encryption details
Device specific attestation result
Trickle timer for attestation timing
Encrypted DAO message
Verifier’s receiving function
Remove node function for VRF
Prover or Device
Verifier node in RPL DODAG (root node)

•

Algorithm 1 SARP execution for Provers
Did ← Deviceid ;
Dsec ← attestation related cryptographic details;
Datt ← Device specif ic self -attestation details;
T Tattest ← T rickle timer;
DAOcrypt ← 0;
while True do
DODAG Formation();
if == “True” then
Perform Datt ;
Matt ← encrypt attestation message;
DAOcrypt ← Matt ;
Send DAOcrypt ;
else
perform normal operation;
send (DAO)
end
end
2) SARP-verifier: From a verifier’s perspective, SARP also
consist of four main functions which are as follow:
•
•

•

6 For the simplicity of our proposed mechanism we exploit public-private
key cryptography. However, based on requirements and usage options, different key mechanisms can be employed.

Initial Joining: Prover(s) take part in DODAG formation
and become part of the network.
Verify Trickle timer: Based on the trickle-timer, prover(s)
perform attestation and send the attestation report to the
verifier.
Attestation: Prover(s) in SARP will perform selfattestation. We have assumed that every prover in the
network is capable of performing attestation as described
in [26].
Encryption: Prover(s) will encrypt the attestation message using SHA-256. We call the encrypted attestation
message DAOcrypt . However, usual network related operations will carry on using the general DAO messages.
Send Report: This operation is meant for attestation report
corroboration to the Vrf through intermediary nodes
using DAOcrypt message.

•

DODAG creation: Verifier/Root node of the network will
initialise the DODAG formation.
Verify Trickle timer: Based on trickle timer Vrf receives
attestation reports from Prv (s) of the whole network
through DAOcrypt message.
Attestation report gathering: Prv (s) in SARP will perform self-attestation and corroborate the report along with
DODAG-tree.
Verify: This operation is meant for attestation report
verification by the Vrf .
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TABLE II: Simulation setup: Parameters for SARP Evaluation

Start

Wait for
DODAG
Creation

Verify
Trickle
Timer

Verify

Collect
Attestation
Report

FSM of Verifier (Root)
Fig. 6: SARP FSM-s for Verifier (Root)

Parameters
Simulator
Simulation time
Scenario Dimension
Number of nodes
Number of nodes
Transport layer protocol
Routing Protocols
Root waiting timer t
Radio Medium
PHY and MAC Layer
Application protocol
Transmission Range
Number of attacker nodes
Traffic rate
Average Mobility Speed

Values
Cooja on Contiki v3.0
10 to 60 Minutes
200 x 200 to 800 x 800 sq.meter
101 sky motes (including root for fixed scenario)
25 to 100 sky Motes (for node varying scenario)
UDP
RPL and SRPL and SARP
Depends on the value of α
Unit Disk Graph Medium (UDGM)
IEEE 802.15.4 with CSMA and ContikiMAC
CBR
25m
5% to 25%
0.50 pkt/sec - 500 packets
3 m/s

We show that SARP has been improved w.r.t the aforesaid
schemes in terms of heterogeneity. We simulated SARP over
different types of motes (i.e., skymote, MicaZ, ESB and Z1
mote which are available on Cooja platform). As depicted in
Figure 7, SARP can accommodate heterogeneous nodes over
a network and the performance of SARP is quite promising.

Algorithm 2 SARP execution for Verifier
Bootstrap the network;
V rfrcv ← receive attestation results;
Rnode ← remove“f aulty 00 nodes;
while True do
check() ← F lag;
if check() == 0 then
Verify DAOcrypt ;
perform Rnode ;
else
Keep the node in DODAG;
Perform normal-Operation ();
end
end
V. S IMULATION AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of
SARP using the simulation results. We have fully implemented
SARP on top of the available open source code of RPL
protocol for IoT networks. The implementation is performed
in Cooja, the Contiki network emulator [40], [47], which is
widely used for deploying networks that consists of energyconstrained and memory-efficient devices. We make available7
an open-source implementation of SARP. We have compared
the performance of SARP with SRPL [25], and the traditional
RPL protocol [46] in different scenarios. The existing results
of SRPL approach that are presented in [25] have been taken
on small size network (i.e., 22 nodes, out of which one is Root
node and two are attacker nodes), which is not feasible for a
scalable approach. Therefore, we took our results by increasing
the same ratio of attacker nodes with respect to node density
in the network as used in SRPL [25]. Table II provide the
details of various parameters along with their values that we
have used to configure the target IoT network scenarios in
Cooja emulator [20].
7 https://github.com/pallavikaliyar/SARP

Fig. 7: Simulation of Heterogeneous nodes with SARP (RPL
based topology) in the Contiki Cooja environment
We now present a comparative analysis of SARP and traditional RPL using the metrics namely Average Packet Delivery
Ratio (APDR) and Energy Consumption. The evaluation of
these metrics is required because: (i) the presence of different
types of attacker (e.g., topological and data communication)
nodes can adversely effect the APDR by altering various
network parameters that disrupt the networking process, and
(ii) the self attestation process effects the energy consumed by
the nodes.
To calculate the simulation results, we consider three different network scenarios which are as follow: (1) In first scenario,
the number of nodes are increased from 25 nodes to 100
nodes, while the simulation time (60 minutes) and number
of attackers (five nodes) are kept constant; (2) In second
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Fig. 10: APDR with increasing number of attacker nodes in
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scenario, the simulation time is increased from 10 minutes to
60 minutes, while the number of nodes (51 nodes, including
root node) and attackers (5 nodes) are kept constant; and (3)
finally, in third scenario, the percentage of the attacker nodes
are increased from 5 to 25, while the simulation time (30
minutes) and number of nodes (51, including root node) are
kept constant.
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Fig. 11: Energy Consumption with increasing number of
nodes in the network
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Fig. 9: APDR with respect to increasing simulation time in
the network
As shown in Figure 8, the APDR of SARP with respect
to increasing number of nodes is substantially higher than
RPL. At the same time, SARP is providing better security by
identifying attacker nodes. Thus, it provides better resiliency
against attacker nodes residing in a network. Traditional RPL
has no mechanism to identify malicious nodes in the network.
Figure 9 shows that SARP has the significantly higher performance of APDR with increasing time of operations over a
network. The comparison was drawn among SARP, RPL, and
SRPL protocols.
Figure 10 show that SARP demonstrates higher APDR
comparing to RPL and SRPL. It is due to the capabilities
of SARP in identifying malicious nodes during attestation

process, which is followed by the prevention scheme that
isolates them from the DODAG. Thus, the generic network
operations remain unhindered.
In Figure 11, we show the energy consumption of SARP.
Undoubtedly, SARP requires higher energy-consumption than
traditional RPL. Note that SARP executes a security protocol
which is build upon the framework of traditional RPL protocol,
and it satisfies its primary role in identifying malicious nodes
in the network. Figure 12 provides the energy consumption
of SARP w.r.t increasing simulation time. Due to the use
of complex hashing algorithm to provide encryption of the
attestation results, SARP requires more energy than the traditional RPL protocol. However, through our simulation we
found out that with increasing simulation time the average
energy requirements for SARP substantially decreases. As
early detection of malicious nodes prevents healthy nodes from
sending iterative messages for communication.
Energy consumption for SARP over a network with increasing number of attacker nodes reveal interesting results as
shown in Figure13. In comparison with traditional RPL, SARP
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Fig. 15: End-to-end delay with increasing number of nodes
in the network

requires substantially higher energy consumption. Recall that
SARP executes a security protocol, and it performs complex
and energy consuming hashing operations to protect attestation
related information and send this information securely to the
Vrf . However, the energy required for these operations are not
too high, and the resource constrained IoT devices can afford
the same.
Figure 14 displays the duty cycle for the SARP w.r.t increasing number of attacker nodes in the network. Duty cycles in
SARP is slightly higher than the traditional RPL protocol. The
duty cycle of SARP in the presence of increasing number of
nodes is not substantially higher than the traditional RPL even
though SARP performs critical and complex cryptographic
operations.
Figure 15 shows the average end-to-end delay of entire
DODAG w.r.t. increasing number of nodes in the network.
Generally, the size of network and control packets contribute
in the delay of message propagating to the root node due
to the multiple hops distance. In RPL, DAO messages are
used to maintain the downward network topology. Through

DAO messages, the root node gets the global view of network
topology which helps it to control the DODAG topology in
network. In SARP, we exploited the DAO packet to embed and
propagates the attestation result to the root node. Performing
attestation and encrypting the result with SHA-256 incurs
cost. However, the result shows that SARP does not introduce
higher delays to propagate DAO messages to the network,
which can be considerable as a minimal cost to pay for an
added security feature. In particular, SARP achieves network
security without introducing any significant delays to the
network management operations, and the root node can be
updated with network status without having any substantial
delays in the network.
In Figure 16 the network overhead w.r.t. increasing simulation time is depicted. Undoubtedly, SARP introduces higher
overhead when comparing it with RPL. But, in SARP, we are
not only performing device attestation but also propagating the
attestation results by using the DAO packets (i.e., DAOcrypt ).
Upon receiving DAOcrypt , the root node will be notified
about the network health. Despite performing cryptographic
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additional overheads from energy consumption perspective. It
is because SARP uses the RPL’s DAO messages. Moreover,
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its efficiency for large-scale network implementation as well.
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Fig. 16: Network Overhead with increasing simulation time
in the network
operation SARP does not introduce higher overhead on the
network due to the exploitation of the existing DAO packets.
The simulation results illustrate SARP’s superior performance compared to other protocols. The main advantage apart
from security and scalability is that SARP introduce minimal
overhead. The figures 8, 9 and 10 shows that SARP is more
secure, and it has high APDR in different network scenarios
over traditional RPL protocol. The main reason behind SARP’s
higher APDR is that during initial attestation phase SARP
is able to identify malicious nodes, which adversely effect
DODAG in the later phases. Thus, it makes SARP an ideal
candidate to replace general RPL over a legacy network.
A. Energy Consumption Analysis
We compute the overall energy consumption based on
energy required to send and receive SARP messages and to
perform the main cryptographic operations. Let Esend be the
energy required to send one byte, Erecv the energy required
to receive one byte, Ehash the energy required to perform a
hash operation, Ecrypt is energy required to perform encryption
of the DAO message, Eatt is the energy required to perform
attestation, and N the number of devices participating in
attestation process. As mentioned in Section IV that based
on trickle-time t, all Prv send the attestation time Tatt and
a hash. Thus, we can estimate the energy consumption for
sending a single SARP message from prover Prv i as follow:
Prv i
Esend
≤ Eatt + Ehash + (DAOM essage ) ∗ Ecrypt .

Similarly, the energy consumption for receiving a message
is calculated as follow:
Prv i
Erecv
≤ [Eatt + Ehash + (DAOM essage ) ∗ Ecrypt ] ∗ N.

Based on our simulation results, the energy consumption 8
of nodes in SARP is low, and most importantly, it does not
have a significant difference from general RPL energy consumption. The important achievement of SARP is that we are
8 http://thingschat.blogspot.com/2015/04/contiki-os-using-powertraceand.html.

In Section III-B, we have introduced the adversarial model.
This section provides an analysis of SARP’s performance
against those adversarial settings.
1) We consider a remote or local Adv who can launch software attacks on any Prv in the network by introducing
malicious software. Although this attack is feasible, it
will be recognized when the self-attestation is performed
by the “Trusted” part of the Prv . Thus, Adv cannot
compromise the attestation process.
2) The Adv mentioned in Section III-B can launch attacks
like eavesdropping and packet discarding. The Adv
can eavesdrop the messages exchanged among different
nodes in the network but it will not be able to compromise them. The use of hashing mechanism makes
this type of attacks unfeasible. While, in case of packet
discarding or blackhole attacks, the Vrf can quickly
identify which of the nodes are missing after receiving
the attestation results of the nodes during every trickle
period.
3) Predominantly, we considered software only attackers,
but the use of trickle timer can help us identify the
presence of physical adversaries as well. In fact, to avoid
detection, the adversaries need a non-negligible amount
of time to capture and perform malicious activities. It
is safe to assume that the time required for mounting
physical attacks is greater than two consecutive trickle
timer gap. During each trickle timer interval, every
device has to perform self-attestation and send the report
to the Vrf . The Vrf will identify missing attestation
reports, if any.
4) In SARP, the devices use DAOcrypt to send attestation
result. The attestation result and the associated information are transmitted in encrypted way. An Adv can
not forge the encrypted result in polynomial time due to
the short-time between trickle-timer. In a scenario where
the Adv manipulates the flag and reserved field of the
DAOcrypt message, the same will be identified by the
root node. However, this scenario is very unlikely as the
Adv will try to invade the detection and forging those
fields will make it visible to the Vrf .
Now we will discuss SARP’s performance w.r.t the security requirements as described in Section III. In order to
be successful, SARP has to satisfy those aforementioned
properties.
• Preserving the integrity of the network. In SARP,
the Vrf will receive the attestation result from all
the nodes at every trickle-timer period. The nodes
will perform self-attestation and send the result in
an encrypted from as a payload. Upon receiving the
attestation results, the Vrf can identify the presence
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of malicious nodes. Through attestation, the sanity
of the network is preserved.
• Unforgeable communication. An Adv may try
to eavesdrop or forge the attestation results. But,
the Adv cannot forge the attestation result as it
is encrypted using SHA-256 and the DAOcrypt
message is signed using the public key of the root
node. Thus, any manipulation with the attestation
message will be noticed by the Vrf during the hash
comparison process performed at its end.
• Freshness. Freshness is preserved in SARP by conducting self attestation during every trickle-timer.
The value of the trickle-timer is unique, which
is also included in the DAOcrypt message. This
unique trickle-timer value prevents an adversary to
launch replay attack or sending a pre-computed
attestation result. Additionally, the timestamp value
used along with the attestation result also provides
the proofs of freshness of the attestation messages.
• Lightweight operations. As shown in Figure 14,
SARP requires negligible amount of extra power
with respect to traditional RPL protocol, while introducing superior security feature in it. Thus, it leads
to minimal overhead in the network.
In past, researchers have addressed the impact of network
attacks on traditional wireless networks such as wireless sensor
networks [44], and mobile ad hoc networks [6]. However,
in IoT networks, the data routing process is challenging and
insecure due to the predictable gathering of a massive amount
of data, and the resource-constrained and low-cost IoT devices.
Authors in [11] provided a detailed survey on IoT networks
w.r.t. different security issues and countermeasures. Besides,
researchers have proposed VeRA [21] and TRAIL [30], [37]
which provides security against version number and Rank
attacks, and DAO inconsistency attacks. Moreover, [8] creates
trust mechanism against rank and sybil attack, and SRPL [25]
addresses the Blackhole attack. However, the aforesaid mechanisms can address only one type of adversary and overlook
other attacks. Thus, leaving the RPL-IoT networks vulnerable
against a broader category of attacks. Unlike, the aforesaid
schemes, SARP improves on the state-of-the-art approaches by
facilitating the network owners with the flexibility to counter
a broader kind of adversarial activities in the network. Our
proposed mechanism exploits the existing RPL architecture
to counter the above adversarial capabilities. In particular,
SARP achieves better performance and delivers better security
against different attacks in RPL-IoT networks. The experimental evaluation in Section V clearly shows that SARP’s
overall performance is adequate, and it is lightweight, and it
provides better security in comparison with the state-of-the-art
techniques.
VI. L IMITATIONS
Our main objective is to develop a secure and robust routing
mechanism for LLNs. In particular, the mechanism should
ensure secure communication among IoT nodes and with the
root node along with the fast identification of malicious nodes

in the network. Despite SARP’s many advantages, it has few
disadvantages that we mentioned below.
• SARP does not consider a strong physical adversary (i.e.,
an Adv capable of tamper with the hardware of the device
or can launch side-channel attacks) in its adversarial
consideration. However, use of trickle-timer facilitates
the Vrf with the indication of a possible missing device
in case the device is absent for consecutive attestation
processes.
• To send the attestation results to the Vrf , SARP uses
encrypted DAO messages which also safeguard the attestation results from a broad category of attackers (as
mentioned in Section III). Due to encryption of DAO
messages using SHA-256, SARP is computationally expensive w.r.t traditional RPL. Nevertheless, the simulation results are promising and reveals the effectiveness
of SARP over a heterogeneous network of resourceconstrained IoT devices.
• SARP kept internal RPL attacks (e.g., DODAG version
attack), distributed denial of service attacks out of its
experimental setup. However, we would like to consider
these attacks in our future experiments.
VII. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented SARP, an RPL based energy
efficient and scalable device attestation approach for IoT networks that consists of large swarms. On one hand, SARP helps
to substantially improve the attestation speed with minimal
additional overheads for large swarms over IoT networks,
while on the other hand, it increases the security and availability in data communication process of RPL. The performance
analysis of SARP, which is done on Cooja emulator on various
IoT network scenarios regarding essential metrics such as
communication security, network overheads, scalability, and
energy efficiency clearly shows its effectiveness. Finally, we
also noted that SARP performed better for security perspective
concerning scalability and energy efficient with no significant
network delays.
As a future work, we would like to implement SARP
over IoT networks with intermittent connectivity to evaluate
robustness in our proposed scheme. We will explore different
approaches to minimize hardware assumptions by reducing secure code and cryptographic device specific attestation details.
In addition to the aforementioned works, we would also like
to implement SARP in a real testbed environment to validate
its performance and energy consumption claims.
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